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Honeywell has implemented China’s first Smart
Grid Demand Response Project in TEDA
To demonstrate the feasibility of adopting demand response
solutions within China’s grid infrastructure, Honeywell
established a pilot project that included a field installation
and demonstration of Honeywell demand-side management
technologies.

Honeywell Solution
In electricity grids, demand response
mechanisms manage customer
consumption of electricity in response
to supply conditions, for example,
having electricity customers reduce
their consumption at critical times or
in response to market prices. The
normal mechanism for this is a manual
demand response signal, though this
method is labor-intensive. Honeywell’s
automated demand response ( Auto
DR ) technology makes participation
easier and load-shedding more effective

The Case for Demand Response and Energy Efficiency
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The pilot city partner for the project
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Deployment of Auto DR can effectively
reduce peak loads by 15 to 30 percent
and, when done at scale, create the
effect of a “virtual power plant” that
generates “negawatts”— or reduced
demand— instead of megawatts.

Customer Benefits

Library; and one industrial building,

tackle this growing economic issue.

and commercial customers can cut

• The two commercial buildings
reduced their power loads by 15%.
• The industrial site’s load reduction
varied with production schedule,
but saw a reduction of 7.7%
during full production. When not
at full production, the site’s demand
response shed capacity increased
significantly to more than 30%.

• From a load shed stability
perspective, the two commercial
buildings provided a more stable
and consistent load-shed response,
shedding between 15 and 20%.
• The demonstration proved
successful and provided important
validation of AutoDR technology as
a viable energy-source for China.

